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Abstract
Cotterman, Michelle Elizabeth. M.S., Department of Biological Sciences, Wright State
University, 2009. The Development of Preservice Elementary Teachers’ Pedagogical
Content Knowledge for Scientific Modeling.
For teachers to effectively engage students in scientific modeling, they require
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) for this practice. This study examines how
preservice elementary teachers develop PCK for scientific modeling when given
modeling centered instruction in a science methods course. Our findings indicate
preservice teachers made significant pedagogical gains in this practice, shifting from
using models as static products to using them as thinking tools for students to develop
science content knowledge. However, few viewed learning the practice of scientific
modeling as an important learning goal. Preservice teachers also had difficulty
translating the depth of their understandings into lesson designs, particularly in regard to
model use, revision, and metamodeling knowledge. By highlighting the strengths and
weaknesses of PCK for scientific modeling that develop within the context of specific
instructional supports, this research suggests areas of focus and potential methods to
improve preservice teacher education in modeling.
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Introduction
Recent research and educational reforms have highlighted the importance for K12 students to develop a deep understanding of what science is and how science is done,
thus becoming scientifically literate (e.g., AAAS, 1990, 1993; Duschl, Schweingruber, &
Shouse, 2007; NRC, 1996). This vision of science education focuses on teaching
students to use scientific ways of thinking, recognize the strengths and limitations of
scientific enterprises, and become familiar with the natural world (AAAS, 1990). One
way for teachers to promote such literacy in their classrooms is by engaging students in
authentic scientific inquiry (NRC, 2000). Through inquiry, science transforms from a
static repository of facts to a dynamic social network of explanations.
Inquiry-based instruction aims for students to not only understand key scientific
principles but also be well versed in the practices fundamental to scientific research:
practices such as explanation, argumentation, data analysis, and scientific modeling.
These practices encompass the norms of how the scientific community constructs and
communicates knowledge (Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007). When gaining
experience with these processes, students should also develop meta-knowledge about the
inherent and accepted characteristics of what that they are performing (NRC, 2000). This
form of reflective practice, integrating meta-knowledge and performance, can mediate
important changes in students’ beliefs about the nature of science (Lederman, 1992).
Such epistemic awareness is vital in developing scientific literacy.
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In many classrooms, norms have begun to shift, albeit slowly, towards supporting
the scientific practices inherent in inquiry-based instruction (e.g., Crawford, 2000). We
find students asking observationally based questions, forming and testing hypotheses,
gathering experimental evidence, and developing scientific explanations. Engaged in
doing science, they reconcile these new experiences and understandings with their prior
conceptions, altering and replacing the mental constructions they use to make sense of
natural phenomena. Yet in this era of increased inquiry, few teachers have successfully
incorporated scientific modeling into their instructional framework (e.g., Justi & Gilbert,
2002).
Practicing teachers, despite their expertise and effort, often struggle with the
pedagogical content knowledge required to structure quality modeling experiences (van
Driel & Verloop, 2002; Windschitl, Thompson, & Braaten, 2008). For new teachers,
limited experience frequently amplifies this struggle (e.g., Crawford & Cullin, 2004;
Schwarz & Gwekwerere, 2007; Windschitl & Thompson, 2006). If beginning teachers
are expected to employ effective scientific modeling instructional strategies, it is
important that they develop a foundational pedagogical understanding of this scientific
practice during their preservice training. However, research is still emergent on how
teacher educators can promote such understandings.
The Practice of Scientific Modeling
The practice of modeling remains fundamental to the work of many scientific
disciplines as scientists develop better understandings of natural systems by constructing,
investigating, and refining models. Models also serve as a language by which scientists
can clearly convey their personal conceptions and collaboratively develop new
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explanations. Thus, they are important sensemaking and communicative tools for the
scientific community (Schwarz et al., in press). However, the power of this practice is not
limited to the realm of research scientists. Science teachers and students can also
improve their understandings of complex phenomenon through scientific modeling.
When engaging students in modeling, teachers are not just preparing their students for
future scientific work. Rather, they are treating their students as scientists and training
them in authentic scientific study.
Scientific models. A scientific model is a simplified, abstract representation of a
complex natural system or phenomenon (Harrison & Treagust, 2000). In a model, the
organization of fundamental components and relationships delineates the phenomenon’s
key processes and mechanisms. The term scientific model broadly applies to many
different types of representations used to understand and explain scientific processes
(Gobert & Buckley, 2000). A conceptual or mental model is the personal, internal
organization of one’s ideas about how a phenomenon works. Expressed models are the
explicit, external representations of these ideas and can take many forms: physical
structures, schematic diagrams, computer animations, and mathematical equations. In a
famous example of scientific modeling, Watson and Crick expressed their conceptual
model of DNA by creating a three dimensional sculpture. This expressed model enabled
them to deepen their understanding of the structure and function of DNA and
communicate their discovery to others. Today, scientists often use the power of
computers to merge physical, schematic, and mathematical models into detailed
simulations that can produce multiple representations of complex systems.

3

Modeling elements. When scientists, or science students, engage in the practice
of modeling, their work can be understood in terms of four elements: constructing, using,
evaluating, and revising models (Fig.1). Scientists construct and use models to illustrate,
explain, and predict the process of a phenomenon. They also evaluate and revise models
to attend to new evidence, address additional aspects of a phenomenon, or increase their
explanatory or predictive power. In practice, these elements are non-sequential and
iterative. One can go through multiple rounds of evaluation and revision before using the
model to make further predictions. Or, one might take a model previously constructed
for a different purpose and retool it to explain an alternative phenomenon. Throughout
the process, the emphasis lies not only in the usefulness of models for communicating
ideas, but also in the power of modeling for constructing new explanations.
Figure 1. The Practice of Scientific Modeling (Schwarz et al., in press).

Sensemaking
Elements of the Practice

Metamodeling Knowledge
(MMK)

Constructing models
Using models to explain &
predict
Evaluating models
Revising models

Models change to capture
improved understanding
Models are generative tools for
predicting and explaining

Communicating Understanding
Metamodeling knowledge. The development and application of metamodeling
knowledge comprises an additional core component of the practice of scientific modeling
(Schwarz et al., in press). Metamodeling knowledge, or MMK, is the underlying
understandings about scientific models and modeling that inform and strengthen the
4

practice (Schwarz & White, 2005; Snir, Smith, & Raz, 2003). This meta-knowledge
includes an awareness of the nature and purpose of models as well as the inherent
characteristics of the modeling elements (Table 1). One aspect of MMK is the
understanding that many different expressed models could represent the ideas of one
conceptual model. In practice, this could lead to the construction of multiple models,
each focused on the processes of a single phenomenon and yet each with different
strengths and weaknesses.
Table 1
Aspects of Metamodeling Knowledge
Some important knowledge about models and modeling
•

Models are representations that simplify a system or phenomenon.

•

For each idea model, there can be many different expressed models about a system or
phenomenon.

•

Different models can have different purposes.

•

Models aren’t all-inclusive.

•

Models have limitations.

•

Different criteria may be used to evaluate different models.

•

Models can (and often do) change with new findings.

•

Models are generative thinking tools. They lead to new knowledge by helping us
explain and predict.

•

Models are important for communicating. They can be used to share and
collaboratively develop ideas.

Adapted from Schwarz et al. (in press) and Schwarz & White (2005).
Students reveal MMK both explicitly through reflective statements and implicitly
by how they engage in the modeling elements. For example, during reflective practice
students might explicitly attend to the importance of a model’s consistency with
5

evidence. Or, they might reveal the same meta-knowledge implicitly by revising their
own models to align with new experimental evidence. Because MMK intrinsically
interweaves with and supports the various modeling elements, it is practically and
pedagogically difficult to tease apart from the performance of these elements although it
is theoretically a separate aspect of the practice of scientific modeling.
A learning progression for modeling. Current research into how students learn
the process of scientific modeling has highlighted two important dimensions that
progressively develop alongside an increasingly sophisticated understanding of this
practice: the generative and changing nature of models (Schwarz et al., in press). The
first dimension examines how students view models as generative tools for explaining
and predicting. When constructing a model, novices in this dimension might focus on
how closely their model mimics the phenomenon’s visible features, while those on a
more sophisticated level might concentrate more on depicting the non-visible
mechanisms that explain the phenomenon’s process. The second dimension examines the
dynamic nature of how models change to reflect improved understandings. In this
dimension, inexperienced students might struggle with changing the model at all or might
only change elements related to its communicative clarity. In contrast, those with a more
complex understanding of the practice might change the model’s components or
relationships in order to account for new experimental evidence or improve the model’s
predictive power. These two dimensions, the generative and changing nature of models,
are the current foci of a developing learning progression for the practice of scientific
modeling (Table 2).
Table 2
Summary of a Learning Progression for Scientific Modeling
6

Increasing sophistication →

Level Generative Dimension
4
Models are constructed and used
to ask new questions about
phenomenon or consider how the
world could possibly behave.

Change Dimension
Models are evaluated and revised to
address new questions or improve
their predictive power prior to
obtaining new evidence. Competing
models are combined to enhance the
explanatory and predictive power.

3

Models are constructed and used
to explain multiple aspects of a
phenomenon or related
phenomenon, often considering
the strengths and weaknesses of
different model elements and
relationships. Models are used to
support the construction of new
understandings.

Models are evaluated and revised to
improve their explanatory power and
fit experimental evidence. Models are
compared to see which might better
explain a phenomenon or match the
evidence.

2

Models are constructed and used
to illustrate or explain how a
phenomenon occurs. Models are
used to communicate
understandings.

Models are evaluated and revised to
fit with authoritative evidence or
improve their communicative power.
Modifications focus on improving the
model’s clarity.

1

Models are constructed and used
to provide literal illustrations of a
phenomenon.

Models are viewed as either right or
wrong representations of a
phenomenon but are not considered to
be changeable.

Pedagogical Content Knowledge for Scientific Modeling
For teachers to effectively incorporate scientific modeling into their instructional
repertoire, they need to develop pedagogical content knowledge for this practice (Fig.2).
Pedagogical content knowledge, or PCK, is the specialized understandings of how to
teach subject specific principles and practices (e.g., Magnusson, Krajcik & Borko, 1999;
Shulman, 1986). Although theorists still debate the semantics of PCK, most agree that
PCK merges, in some way, subject matter knowledge and pedagogical knowledge
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Science Content Knowledge
includes
• Scientific principles
• Scientific practices
• Epistemology of science, etc.

•
•
•
•

Pedagogical Knowledge
includes general
Instructional strategies
Assessment strategies
Lesson design
Classroom management, etc.

informs

informs
Pedagogical Content Knowledge
includes content specific
• Instructional strategies
• Students’ ideas about content
• Goals and rationales
• Assessment strategies, etc.

when filtered through

•
•

Contextual Knowledge
about
Classroom norms
Individual student needs, etc.
leads to
Lesson Design and Enactment

Figure 2. General Framework for Science PCK.
(Nilsson, 2008). In science, subject matter knowledge encompasses all aspects of
scientific literacy: scientific concepts, practices, and epistemology (Gess-Newsome,
1999). Pedagogical knowledge, on the other hand, includes the general ideas of effective
teaching: how to manage a classroom, motivate students, and assess understandings.
When making their final instructional decisions, teachers must also take into account the
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unique characteristics of their specific instructional context (Morine-Dershimer & Kent,
1999).
Thus, successful teaching of science demands an amalgam of specialized skills,
including an understanding of scientific principles, practices, and epistemology.
However, expert scientists do not necessarily make expert science educators. To be
effective, teachers cannot merely project their personal knowledge onto their students.
They must draw upon their PCK in order to create a community conducive for students’
construction of knowledge and guide these students in building increasingly sophisticated
understandings.
Scientific modeling PCK. Using this theoretical framework of PCK, pedagogical
content knowledge for scientific modeling is the specialized understanding of how to
teach the practice of scientific modeling. As such, it incorporates the instructional
strategies and rationales teachers use to engage students in the modeling performances
and to develop students’ metamodeling knowledge (Fig.3). Teachers also need to be
attentive to their students’ initial ideas about modeling and what aspects of the practice
might be especially challenging for their class. Once they have acquired a basic
understanding of the practice, teachers can develop PCK for scientific modeling through
expert guidance in strategies and rationales for incorporating this practice into lessons.
By developing, teaching, and reflecting on their own modeling-based instructional
designs, teachers can reinforce their nascent PCK.

9

Knowledge about the Practice
of Modeling (Teacher’s MMK)
• The nature and purpose of
models
• The process of modeling

•
•
•

Pedagogical Knowledge
includes general…
Instructional strategies
Lesson design
Classroom management, etc.

informs

informs

Pedagogical Content Knowledge for Scientific Modeling
Instructional strategies for
o Engaging students in the modeling elements
o Supporting students’ metamodeling knowledge about
 The nature and purpose of models
 The process of modeling
• Students’ ideas about models and modeling
• Goals and rationales for using modeling in a lesson
•

when filtered through

•
•

Contextual Knowledge
about
Classroom norms
Individual student needs, etc.
leads to
Modeling Lesson Design and
Enactment

Figure 3. Specific Framework for PCK for Scientific Modeling.
However, teachers typically struggle developing advanced PCK for scientific
modeling. Often, they have limited experience with sophisticated models and hold
flawed ideas about the practice of modeling (Harrison, 2001; Justi & Gilbert, 2002). This
weak metamodeling knowledge restricts their ability to structure quality modeling
experiences for their students. Ineffective curriculum materials lacking in authentic
10

representations of scientific modeling further compound teachers’ struggles (Kenyon,
Davis, & Hug, 2009). If teachers should overcome these many difficulties to craft
effective modeling based lessons, they typically employ models to reach science content
goals and not to teach about the nature of science or scientific practices (Henze, van
Driel, & Verloop, 2007; Justi & Gilbert, 2002; van Driel & Verloop, 2002). For
beginning teachers to effectively engage their students in the complexities of scientific
modeling, they need to be securely supported in developing PCK for this practice during
their preservice training (Crawford & Cullin, 2004; Schwarz & Gwekwerere, 2007;
Windschitl & Thompson, 2006; Windschitl, Thompson, & Braaten, 2008).
The development of PCK. Both implicit and explicit guidance foster the
development of preservice teachers’ PCK. Teacher educators often implicitly guide their
charges by using inquiry-based investigations that engage teachers as learners of science
content and practice. After walking through the experience as students, the teachers step
out of this role and assume their traditional teaching point of view. With this lens, they
reflect on the instructional design and rationales that framed what they experienced and
connect the pedagogy to the learner’s perspective. Explicit guidance, whether in the form
of lectures, discussions, or readings, can provide preservice teachers overt rationales for
specific instructional strategies. By whatever means the development of PCK is
initialized, teachers need ample opportunity to practice and reflect on their own
classroom teaching in order for PCK to be internalized (e.g., Nilsson, 2008).
Teacher educators can also promote preservice teachers’ PCK for modeling by
supporting them in how to analyze lesson activities using modeling as a lens. Most
teachers rely heavily on available curriculum materials when making instructional
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decisions (Grossman & Thompson, 2008). However, as these materials often do not
align with current ideas about scientific knowledge and practice, teachers must frequently
adapt their curriculum in order to promote authentic scientific literacy in their classrooms
(Kesidou & Roseman, 2002; Strangis, Pringle, & Knopf, 2006). In learning how to
effectively critique and adapt lesson plans to achieve specific learning goals, preservice
teachers not only engage in an authentic teaching task, but they also reinforce ideals
about how students should learn science (Davis, 2006; Schwarz et al., 2008).
Study Focus
This study examines the development of preservice elementary teachers’
pedagogical content knowledge for scientific modeling when given modeling centered
instruction during a science methods course. Building on the theoretical framework of
scientific modeling and PCK described above, we add to the literature by elucidating the
strengths and weaknesses of preservice teachers’ PCK for scientific modeling that
develop within the context of specific instructional supports and suggest areas of focus
and potential methods to improve preservice teacher education in modeling. We
specifically explore the following research questions:
•

RQ1: What instructional strategies do preservice teachers use in scientific
modeling lessons, and how do their abilities to select effective instructional
strategies for engaging students in scientific modeling improve over the
duration of the course?

•

RQ2: What additional aspects of PCK for scientific modeling are evident in
preservice teachers’ lesson designs and reflections?
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•

RQ3: How do preservice teachers’ reflections and ideas about modeling align
with their lesson designs?

•

RQ4: Are either science content knowledge or epistemology of science
predictors of preservice teachers’ lesson design skills for scientific modeling?

13

Methods
Study Context
This study was conducted in a science methods course for preservice elementary
teachers at a medium sized mid-western university with a relatively large teacher
preparation program. We designed the early childhood (K-3) course to include
instruction about science learning goals, inquiry-based science, critiquing science lesson
plans, and students’ conceptions about science. A member of our research team taught
the course, the preservice teachers’ only science methods course, which met for 3.5 hours
once a week for the ten-week quarter.
Twenty-three preservice elementary teachers, all female, participated in this
study, which constituted the entire science methods course enrollment. Most of the
preservice elementary teachers enrolled in this course during their senior year just prior to
their final student teaching experience. Preservice teachers taught the final science
lessons they designed to students in their field placements. We excluded one preservice
teacher from all data analysis due to missing part of a key assignment.
Study Design
In this study, we engaged the preservice teachers as both novice learners and
future teachers of the practice of scientific modeling. Two class periods, weeks five and
six of the course, included instructional activities associated with modeling (Fig.4). The
first of these two weeks focused on the practice of scientific modeling. During this
lesson, the preservice teachers acted as learners and participated in a detailed scientific
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modeling experience focused on the process of evaporation. The second of the two
weeks aimed at developing instructional strategies and other PCK for scientific modeling.
Here, we provided the preservice teachers lesson design support via a novel sensemaking
activity about scientific modeling. Throughout these two weeks, the preservice teachers
also practiced critiquing modeling based lesson plans. We designed these instructional
interventions as the third design iteration of a larger research project on preservice
teachers’ understanding of scientific modeling (Kenyon, Hug, & Davis, 2009).
Modeling Instruction Week 1
Preservice teachers engaged in a
modeling activity on evaporation
to develop their own MMK.
Start
Week 1

2

3

Modeling Instruction Week 2
PTs critiqued Preservice teachers explored
lesson plans using ways to design modeling
modeling as a lens.
lessons (PCK).

4

5

6

7

8

9

End
Week 10

Figure 4. Study Instructional Design
Instruction week 1 – The practice of scientific modeling. The first week of
modeling instruction focused on developing the preservice teachers’ metamodeling
knowledge. First, a class discussion outlined the basic ideas of scientific models and
modeling, including an explanation of the modeling elements and metamodeling
knowledge. The preservice teachers next experienced the practice by completing a
scientific modeling activity focused on changes of state with evaporation (Table 3). In
this activity, which was based on an evaporation-condensation unit designed to teach
elementary students about the practice of scientific modeling, they engaged in the full set
of modeling elements through constructing, using, evaluating, and revising models of
evaporation (Kenyon, Schwarz, & Hug, 2008; Schwarz & Gwekwerere, 2007). The
activity emphasized models as explanatory and predictive tools that explore a process.
15

Table 3
How Water Changes: Exploring Evaporation through Scientific Modeling
Instructional
Description
Sequence
Anchoring
- Introduce the phenomenon of liquid disappearing over time
Phenomenon
using concrete examples such as a humidifier or an uncovered
plate with water.
Construct an
Initial Model

-

Discuss the nature and purpose of models.
Draw an initial model of how water evaporates.

Test the Model

-

Conduct experiments to investigate the phenomenon being
modeled and gather empirical evidence.
Consider authoritative evidence provided by experts in the
phenomenon.

Revise the Model

-

Revise the initial model to take into account the new evidence.

Evaluate the
Model

-

Describe any changes made from the initial to the revised
model.
Evaluate how the models strengths and weaknesses in the
categories of sensemaking, communication, and evidence.

Construct a
Consensus Model

-

As a group, critique the models and suggest revision.
Based on this critique, construct a consensus model
incorporating the best ideas and evidence.

Use the Model

-

Use the model to explain other phenomena such as paint drying
and the smell of perfume.

For homework, the preservice teachers answered a set of reflection questions on the
modeling elements and metamodeling knowledge:
•

What do you think will be the easiest modeling practices (elements) to
incorporate into your teaching practice? Why?

•

What do you think will be the most challenging modeling practices (elements)
to incorporate into your teaching practice? Why?

•

What do you think will be the easiest aspects of metamodeling knowledge to
incorporate into your teaching practice? Why?
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•

What do you think will be the most challenging aspects of metamodeling
knowledge to incorporate into your teaching practice? Why?

In order to further their understanding of the practice, the preservice teachers read
educative curriculum materials designed to promote both student and teacher learning
about modeling (Davis & Krajcik, 2005; Nelson, Beyer, & Davis, 2008). These materials
used direct explanations and practical classroom vignettes to specifically support
teachers’ metamodeling knowledge and scientific modeling PCK. The reading
emphasized the purpose of modeling, modeling elements, and instructional strategies for
supporting students in the practice of scientific modeling.
At this time, the preservice teachers also used scientific modeling as a lens to
analyze a ready-made lesson plan: a germ transmission activity in which paper squares
passed from student to student simulated the spread of germs (“Handing out germs,”
n.d.). The preservice teachers developed a personal criteria list for a scientific modeling
lesson, supplied a rationale for each criterion, and analyzed the germ transmission
activity based on its adherence to the criteria list. Then, using this critique, they
developed a list of lesson adaptations along with supporting rationales for why they
would make those changes. The complete assignment, Lesson Plan Critique 2, can be
found in Appendix A.
Instruction week 2 – Developing PCK for scientific modeling. The second week
of modeling instruction focused on directly developing the preservice teachers’ PCK for
scientific modeling. After a class discussion on inquiry and scientific modeling, the
preservice teachers broke into small groups and completed a sensemaking activity
designed to connect their new understandings about modeling with how to design
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modeling based lessons for students (Table 4). This activity guided the preservice
teachers to examine the content area, type of model, modeling elements, and
metamodeling knowledge they would incorporate in a scientific modeling lesson.
Building off of provided examples, the preservice teachers developed their own
instructional strategies for each aspect of lesson design. Appendix B contains the
complete sensemaking activity.
Table 4
Approaching Lesson Design from a Modeling Perspective
Section
Instructional Focus
Examples
The
Select science content that works well
Content
Lesson
with a modeling approach. Avoid
appropriate
Context
classifying and describing content; focus to use for
on content that explains a process or
modeling
mechanism. As every lesson does not
and content
have to revolve around modeling, select
to avoid.
those in which student could engage in
modeling practices naturally.

Reflections
What other
science topics
would or would
not work well
with a modeling
approach?

The
Model

Identify quality models to anchor the
experience. Other instructional materials
may misrepresent the true goals of
scientific modeling. If a lesson includes
a model, it may not have students
working with a quality scientific model.

Weak and
effective
models for
various
content
areas.

What are general
characteristics of
quality scientific
models? Identify
both weak and
effective models.

The
Modeling
Practices
or
Elements

Introduction: Select which modeling
practices (construct, use, evaluate, revise)
to have students engage in. Each
modeling lesson does not have to begin
with “construct” or even use all four
practices in your lesson. Pick practices
appropriate for the lesson context and
purposes.

Instructional
strategies
for each
modeling
practice in
various
content
areas.

How do you
decide which
practices to
include?
Describe how to
engage students
in the modeling
practices.

Use the
Model

Choose which aspects of MMK to
incorporate within the lesson. MMK is
the understandings about what scientific
models and modeling practices are, and
why and how modeling is useful in
science.

List of
important
aspects of
metamodeling
knowledge.

Why is MMK
important in a
lesson? Explain
how to
incorporate
MMK.
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During this class period, the preservice teachers also completed another lesson
plan critique focused on scientific modeling, Lesson Plan Critique 3. We provided the
preservice teachers with eight different lesson activities, each with implicit modeling
connections, covering a variety of elementary science content areas (Table 5). From
these, the preservice teachers selected one lesson in which they saw potential for
engaging students in scientific modeling. As with the previous lesson plan critique, the
preservice teachers developed a personal criteria list and analyzed the lesson according to
how it met the criteria. Then, they developed a list of lesson adaptations along with
rationales for those changes. The complete assignment for Lesson Plan Critique 3 can be
found in Appendix C.
Table 5
Lesson Activities Used for Lesson Plan Critique 1 and 3
Lesson Topic Description
Animals
Students construct a representation of animals’ seasonal adaptations.
Bird

Students create an imaginary bird using construction paper cutouts.

Earth

Students use pancake dough to explore how the unequal heating and
cooling of the earth results in various geological processes.

Forces

Students construct a simulated luge, which they use to explore forces.

Jellyfish

Students create a jellyfish out of gelatin and noodles.

Molecules

Students construct molecules out of toothpicks and gumdrops.

Rocks

Students use candy to explore different types of rocks.

Seasons

Students use a grape and toothpick representation of the earth to
explore the relationship between the earth’s revolution around the sun
and the seasons.
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Data Sources
Prior to receiving any modeling based instruction, the preservice teachers
completed three assignments to capture their initial understandings (Fig.5). In order to
effectively utilize limited course time, we purposefully selected tasks reflective of the
course foci. As homework the first week of class, the preservice teachers completed the
Scientific Attitude Inventory II (Moore & Foy, 1997). We used this questionnaire to
analyze the preservice teachers’ epistemic beliefs; however, it also served to introduce a
discussion on the nature of science and scientific practice. During the second week, the
preservice teachers took the MOSART elementary tests for misconceptions in physical
and earth science (Sadler et al., 2006). This both assessed initial content knowledge and
initiated a discussion on the pedagogical importance of considering students’ ideas and
misconceptions when designing lessons.

Epistemology Content
Questionnaire
Test
Start
Week 1

2

Lesson Plan
Critique 1
Lesson Design
3

4

Reflective Teach Assignment
Lesson Designs & Reflections
5

6

7

8

Final Exam
Ideas about
modeling
9

End
Week 10

Figure 5. Study Data Sources
The preservice teachers completed the last of the initial assignments, Lesson Plan
Critique 1, as homework due the third week of class. This task asked preservice teachers
to analyze a lesson activity using scientific modeling as a lens and then design a full
lesson plan based on this activity (Fig.6). We provided eight lesson activities from which
the preservice teachers could choose. The activities, which were also used for Lesson
Plan Critique 3, spanned a variety of elementary science content areas (Table 5). Each
incorporated aspects of modeling, although at a relatively unsophisticated level. As these
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preservice teachers had not received formal instruction in scientific modeling, we
included a narrative vignette and reflective questions to prompt their thinking about this
practice. We analyzed the instructional strategies preservice teachers used in these lesson
plans to assess their sophistication prior to receiving instructional intervention.
Lesson Plan Critique 1
Carmen had just begun her new student teaching placement and was excited about
working with her cooperating teacher, Ms. Mackenzie. She had heard so many
wonderful things about her. Ms. Mackenzie was a third grade teacher and loved teaching
science to her students. This past summer, Ms. Mackenzie had attended a workshop on
using scientific inquiry in an elementary classroom where she learned that she was
already using inquiry in her classroom! Her students were asking scientifically oriented
questions, gathering evidence, developing explanations, and analyzing data. The
workshop discussion on scientific modeling was very intriguing to Ms. Mackenzie. She
didn’t think that she ever did that before. What was scientific modeling? What would this
look like in a science lesson? She was determined to try to incorporate models and
modeling into her science lessons. Friday, after the students had left, Ms. Mackenzie
handed Carmen a folder and said, “Whenever I find new lesson plans or activity ideas
that I might like to use, I put them in this folder. I would like you to take one of these
ideas and use it to develop a lesson for my classroom that would give students experience
with scientific modeling.”
Your Main Task
Develop an elementary science lesson that incorporates scientific modeling
Part 1: Critique (approximately ½ page)
• Select one of the provided lessons or activities that you think has potential to give
students experience with scientific modeling
• Critique the lesson or activity using whatever criteria YOU think are important for a
lesson involving scientific modeling. Write your critique in list format.
Part 2: Adaptation (approximately ½ page)
• Based on your critique, suggest adaptations that would improve the lesson or activity.
Write your adaptations in list format.
Part 3: Lesson Plan (approximately 2-4 pages)
• Rewrite the lesson plan using your revised ideas from above, so that your lesson gives
students experience with scientific modeling.
Need help getting started? Think about these ideas.
What is a scientific model? What is involved in the process of scientific modeling?
Why is it important to engage students in scientific practices such as modeling?
How can I design a lesson so the modeling is integral to the main point of the lesson?
What resources might give me a better understanding of scientific modeling?
Figure 6. Lesson Plan Critique 1
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After finishing the two weeks of modeling centered instructional intervention, the
preservice teachers completed a culminating reflective teach activity on scientific
modeling. For this reflective teach, preservice teachers adapted a science lesson they
found through various sources, such as the Internet, curriculum resources, or their
cooperating teachers, to include scientific modeling. The assignment called for the lesson
design to include at least two elements of modeling, incorporate aspects of metamodeling
knowledge, and be written up according to a standard lesson plan format (Appendix D).
The preservice teachers then taught their modified lesson to the elementary students at
their field placement. Afterwards, they wrote a summary reflection in which they
responded to prompts about the lesson and their teaching performance, including how
they incorporated the practice of scientific modeling (Table 6). We used this reflective
teach assignment to analyze the instructional strategies preservice teachers used in their
lesson designs, evaluate the scientific modeling PCK evident in their lesson reflections,
and provide a post-instructional measure of lesson design sophistication.
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Table 6
Reflective Teach Reflection Prompts
Category Specific Prompts
Lesson in - What happened during the lesson? (What did you do? What did the
General
students do?)
- What went well? What did not go so well?
Models
and
Modeling

-

Lesson in
Retrospect

-

-

How did the lesson help students engage in modeling?
What model did the students work with? Why did you choose this
model for your lesson?
What practices of modeling did you use in your lesson? Why did you
choose this practice(s) for your lesson? Describe what you did in the
lesson for each of the modeling practices that you selected.
What meta-modeling knowledge (MMK) did you include in your
lesson? How did you incorporate this into the modeling practice(s)?
Why did you choose this aspect(s) of MMK?
What did the students learn (or not learn) during the lesson? Did you
find that engaging in the modeling practices helped your students learn
the content, or were the content and modeling goals separate?
Would you include other models, modeling practices, or MMK in this
lesson next time? If so, what would you do and why?
Did you find any challenges when including models, modeling
practices, and MMK into your lessons? Which modeling practice was
most challenging for you? Which modeling practice was most
challenging for your students?
What did you learn about science teaching and what it means to be a
science teacher? Did you meet, exceed, or fall short of your own
expectations for yourself? How did this lesson help you move forward
toward being a science teacher?
What would you change next time?
Address anything else you think is relevant.

The preservice teachers’ final exam also included the modeling-centered question,
“What is scientific modeling?” Our analysis of the preservice teachers’ responses
provided insight into their ideas about the practice.
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Data Collection and Analysis
We collected all data sources as required written assignments within the
elementary science methods course and analyzed each source according to the research
question or questions it addressed (Table 7).
Table 7
Data Sources
Source
Lesson Plan
Critique 1

Research Question Addressed
RQ1: Improvement in scientific
modeling instructional strategies

Specific Data Collected
Instructional strategies and
sophistication of lesson design

RQ4: Association between lesson
designs and content knowledge or
epistemology

Sophistication score used in
correlation analysis

RQ1: Improvement in scientific
modeling instructional strategies

Instructional strategies and
sophistication of lesson design

RQ2: Additional PCK for scientific
modeling in lesson designs and
reflections

Lesson plan elements,
rationales, misconceptions, and
difficulties

RQ3: Alignment of lesson designs
and reflections/ideas about
scientific modeling

Comparative sophistication of
instructional strategies and
reflections

RQ4: Association between lesson
designs and content knowledge or
epistemology

Sophistication score used in
correlation analysis

Final Exam

RQ3: Alignment of lesson designs
and reflections/ideas about
scientific modeling

Comparative sophistication of
instructional strategies and
ideas

Epistemology
Questionnaire
(SAI II)

RQ4: Association between lesson
designs and content knowledge or
epistemology

Epistemology score used in
correlation analysis

Content Test
(MOSART)

RQ4: Association between lesson
designs and content knowledge or
epistemology

Content knowledge score used
in correlation analysis

Reflective
Teach
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We developed a novel coding scheme (Table 8) using a priori and emergent codes
consistent with our framework of scientific modeling in order to highlight aspects of the
modeling elements and metamodeling knowledge present in the preservice teachers’
work. This scheme coded for the absence (0) or presence (1) of certain instructional
strategies and ideas about modeling. The “ideas about modeling” column was used to
code the final exam answers, while the “instructional strategies” column was used to code
the lesson designs from the first lesson critique as well as the lesson designs and
reflections from the reflective teach.
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1
1+
1+
1

Models can be constructed

1

Models can be constructed to replicate
the "right idea"

1
2
1
1
2
3
22
2
2+
2+
3
2+
2
2
2
2+
2+
3

All equivalent

General MMK

Revising a Model

Evaluating a Model

Using a Model

Constructing a Model

Table 8
Coding Scheme for Modeling Elements and Metamodeling Knowledge
Ideas about Modeling
Instructional Strategies
(PTs’ MMK)
(PTs’ PCK)

Models can be constructed to reflect
observations or predictions
Models can be used
Models can illustrate a phenomenon
Models can explain a phenomenon
Models can make or test predictions
Models can communicate ideas
Models can be evaluated
Models are evaluated to fit evidence
Models are evaluated for consistency
with authoritative evidence
Models are evaluated for consistency
with observations, experimental data,
or predictions
Models are evaluated to improve their
communicative ability
Models can be revised
Models are revised based on evaluation
Models are revised based on evidence
Models are revised for consistency with
authoritative evidence
Models are revised for consistency with
observations, experimental data, or
predictions
Models are representations that
simplify a system or phenomena
Many expressed models can represent
the same idea model
Models aren’t all-inclusive
Models are generative tools
Models are communicative tools
Models can change

Ss construct a model (general)
Ss construct an initial model
Ss construct a consensus model
Ss reconstruct a model (redo their model without
explicit evaluation based revision)
Ss construct models according to specific teacher
directions (e.g. metamorphosis wheel)
Ss construct models after direct authoritative
instruction on the phenomenon
Ss construct models after collecting data, observing
phenomena, or making predictions
Ss use a model (general)
Ss use a model to illustrate a phenomenon or process
Ss use a model to explain the a phenomenon’s process
Ss use a model to make or test predictions
Ss share their models with each other (e.g. discuss)
Ss evaluate their models (evaluation must be explicit)
Ss develop a criteria list for evaluation
Ss evaluate models for consistency with “evidence”
Ss evaluate models for consistency with authoritative
evidence
Ss evaluate models for consistency with observations,
experimental data, or explicit predictions
Ss evaluate models for clarity in communication
Ss revise their models (general)
Ss revise models by making a consensus model
Ss revise models after evaluation
Ss revise models by improving consistency with
unspecified evidence
Ss revise models by improving consistency with
authoritative evidence
Ss revise models by improving consistency with
observations, experimental data, or predictions
Ss consider how their models represent or simplify
system or phenomena
Ss consider how many models can represent the same
ideas
Ss consider how models aren’t all-inclusive
Ss recognizes explicitly that models are used to
generate knowledge during the class
Ss recognizes explicitly that models are used for
communicative purposes during the class
Ss explicitly consider how models can change
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Coding categories were assigned levels equivalent to those in the generative and
change construct maps designed to develop a learning progression for scientific modeling
(Schwarz et al., in press). We used these levels to analyze how preservice teachers’
lesson reflections and ideas about scientific modeling aligned with their lesson designs.
These levels also informed the development of a rubric which we used to categorize the
sophistication of the preservice teachers’ lesson designs on a scale of 1-10 (Table 9). We
used a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to detect changes in lesson design sophistication scores
before and after instructional intervention.
Table 9
Lesson Design Sophistication Rubric
Modeling Elements
Metamodeling Knowledge (MMK)
1 No elements or only level 1 elements
1 One MMK strategy
2 At least one level 1+ or 2- element
2 Two MMK strategies
3 At least one level 2 element
3 Three or more MMK strategies
4 At least one level 2+ or 3 element
5 At least two level 2 elements
6 At least one level 2 and one level 2+ or 3
element
7 At least two level 2+ or 3 elements
Total score = sum of element and metamodeling knowledge scores
We further analyzed the reflective teach assignment to characterize the absence
(0) or presence (1) of additional aspects of scientific modeling PCK (Table 10). We
looked to see if the preservice teachers included modeling in lesson plan elements other
than the instructional activities. This provided insight into whether they viewed
modeling as an important learning goal or merely as an instructional tool. In addition, we
coded the reflections for the preservice teachers’ rationales for teaching using scientific
modeling, difficulties with modeling, and misconceptions about modeling.
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Table 10
Additional Aspects of Scientific Modeling PCK
PCK Category
Codes
Additional lesson
Modeling referenced in…
plan elements
- Standards addressed
- Lesson goals or inquiry emphasis
- Teacher background knowledge
- Student ideas
- Formative assessment strategies
- Summative assessment strategies
Rationales for
Modeling instructional strategies support…
Instructional
- Learning in general
Strategies
- Learning content knowledge
- Learning the practice of scientific modeling
- Assessment of student knowledge
Misconceptions about Misconception about…
modeling
- Modeling/MMK in general
- Constructing a model
- Using a model
- Evaluating a model
- Revising a model
Perceived Difficulties This aspect of modeling is difficult…
- Modeling/MMK in general
- Constructing a model
- Using a model
- Evaluating a model
- Revising a model
After two iterations in which the coding scheme was progressively refined, we
achieved 83% inter-rater reliability between two team members when coding 30% of the
preservice teachers’ reflective teach assignments and final exam questions.
To test whether science content knowledge and epistemology of science are
correlated to lesson design skills, the epistemology questionnaire (SAI II) and the content
knowledge test (MOSART) were first scored according to the developers’ keys. We then
calculated Spearman’s correlation coefficient for various pairs of data (e.g. content and
initial lesson design) using these scores along with the lesson sophistication scores from
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the first lesson critique and the reflective teach. We tested six relationships in all: content
and epistemology, content and initial lesson design, content and final lesson design,
epistemology and initial lesson design, epistemology and final lesson design, and initial
lesson design and final lesson design.
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Results
The findings we present here explore the themes outlined by our research
questions. First, we describe the instructional strategies for scientific modeling the
preservice teachers chose to include in their lesson designs, including the pre and post
lesson sophistication scores. We wanted to identify which modeling elements were most
often incorporated in the lessons and how the preservice teachers planned to engage
students in those elements. Next, we investigate the additional pedagogical
understandings about modeling evident in the preservice teachers’ final lessons and
reflections: how is modeling integrated throughout the lesson plan, what rationales were
given for teaching using scientific modeling, what difficulties did the preservice teachers
encounter, and what misconceptions about modeling did they have? We then examine
how the preservice teachers’ lesson reflections and ideas about scientific modeling align
with their lesson designs. Are the preservice teachers’ descriptions of the lesson
enactments more or less sophisticated that their plans for the lesson, and do these plans
reflect the depth of the preservice teachers’ ideas about modeling as revealed in their final
exam responses? Finally, we explore the relationship between preservice teachers’ lesson
design skills for scientific modeling and their science content knowledge and
epistemology of science.
Research Focus 1: Selecting Effective Instructional Strategies
As previously outlined, the preservice teachers designed two lessons focused on
scientific modeling, one as part of the first lesson critique and another for the reflective
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teach. Although the preservice teachers had been generically taught how to design lesson
plans in previous education classes, the lessons created by the preservice teachers as part
of Lesson Plan Critique 1 were the first they designed for the science methods course.
As these lessons were crafted prior to any modeling instruction, they served as the initial
lesson design in our analysis. The lesson plans designed for the reflective teach
assignment were due three weeks after the preservice teachers studied the practice of
scientific modeling and provided an analysis of preservice teachers’ understandings after
experiencing our instructional interventions.
Overall, preservice teachers frequently incorporated model construction and use
but rarely included evaluation, revision, or MMK strategies in their lesson designs
(Fig.7). Their initial partiality for these first two modeling elements might simply reflect
a preference for “hands-on” activities, as unsophisticated model construction and use are
common in such lesson designs. In addition, many of the activities the preservice
teachers modified for their initial designs already included relatively unsophisticated
variants of these elements. Although these were still the most prevalent modeling
elements in the final lesson designs, the number of preservice teachers incorporating
model construction and use actually decreased, partly due to three preservice teachers
who did not incorporate any aspects of modeling in their final designs. However, this
decline could also reflect a pedagogical choice to focus on other aspects of modeling,
such as model evaluation or revision, given the limited instructional time in a single
lesson. Although only a minority included model evaluation, revision, or MMK, the
preservice teachers were more likely to incorporate these elements in their final designs
than they were in their initial lessons. It is possible that the modeling-based instructional
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intervention enabled preservice teachers to be more pedagogically aware of and
comfortable working with these modeling elements.

Figure 7. Modeling Elements Used in Lesson Design
Constructing models. In their lesson designs, preservice elementary teachers
favored engaging students in the construction of models, with all initial lesson designs
and 18 of the final lessons incorporating instructional strategies for this modeling element
(Fig.7). Although the preservice teachers were consistent in their preference for this
modeling element, the pre and post instruction lessons differed in how they guided
students to construct their models (Table 11). In addition, the preservice teachers drew
upon a greater variety of modeling strategies in their final lesson designs.
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Table 11
How Preservice Teachers Engaged Students in Constructing Models
Instructional strategy
Initial lessons
8
Students construct models according to specific
teacher directions (a set pattern)
20
Students construct models after direct authoritative
instruction on the phenomenon
0
Students construct initial models
0
Students construct consensus models
0
Students construct models after collecting
experimental data, observing phenomenon, or making
predictions

Final lessons
5
8
4
2
7

Initially, the preservice teachers engaged students in model construction only after
authoritative instruction (20 lessons) or following a teacher-directed format (eight
lessons). Although decreasing in frequency, these strategies were still common in the
final lesson designs (eight lessons and five lessons respectively). When taking this
instructional approach, the preservice teachers often used either a book to introduce the
science concepts before students constructed their models, as in Ivie’s first grade lesson
on butterflies:
“Today I’d like to share with you another caterpillar book. This one is a nonfiction book, so it is full of information and facts. You need to put on your best
listening ears because later you will use all of the information you used to create
your very own picture model of a butterfly life cycle.” (Ivie, final lesson design)
Some final lesson designs incorporated sophisticated instructional strategies
absent from all initial lessons. In four, students constructed models of their initial
understandings prior to any instruction on the phenomenon, and in two the class
constructed consensus models incorporating multiple students’ conceptions. In seven
lessons, students constructed models after collecting experimental data or making
observations, an advanced strategy integrating inquiry and modeling. In one example of
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this strategy, Jessica planned for kindergarten students studying magnetism to construct
their models after first exploring the phenomenon at a learning center:
“During centers students will have an opportunity to be at the magnets center.
They will explore the magnets and a variety of objects to gain individual
knowledge. After centers, the class will gather again and I will ask them what
they think is happening between two magnets when they start to pull/push on each
other. I will ask them if they think they could draw it. I will give each of them a
predictions sheet and ask them to do so.” (Jessica, final lesson design)
Of the four final lesson designs that did not include model construction, most did
not incorporate any form of scientific modeling (three lessons). These preservice
teachers seemed to confuse scientific modeling with any form of inquiry experiment.
The context of the first lesson plan critique, where sample lessons involving
unsophisticated modeling were provided for the preservice teachers, did not allow us to
detect this misconception in the initial lesson designs.
Using models. Most of the lesson designs, 16 initial and 11 final, planned for
students to use a scientific model (Fig.7). Although there were some changes in how the
preservice teachers engaged students in model use, these shifts were subtle (Table 12).
Table 12
How Preservice Teachers Engaged Students in Using Models
Instructional strategy
Initial lessons
Students use a model to illustrate a phenomenon or 6
process
3
Students use a model to explain the process of a
phenomenon
1
Students use a model to make or test predictions
13
Students share their models with each other (e.g.
use as communicative tools)

Final lessons
2
3
3
7

Both before and after learning about modeling, the preservice teachers primarily
asked students use models as communicative tools for sharing their ideas (13 initial
lessons and seven final lessons). Tiffany adopted this instructional perspective in her first
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grade lesson on recycling: “Regroup and have each group show their diagram and share
their investigation.”
Initially, the preservice teachers also had students using their models to illustrate
what happens in a phenomenon but not why or how the phenomenon happens (six initial
lessons). Although fewer of the final lesson designs used models simply as illustrative
tools (two lessons), only three final lessons had students making predictions about
scientific phenomenon by using their models. One design which did approach this
sophistication was Hannah’s first grade lesson on changes of state, where she extended
the students’ models of ice cream bars melting by using them to predict how any object
would melt:
“Students can use the scientific model to predict how something else would melt
(such as an ice cube) to show how the model can be used as well as a way to
reinforce the content.” (Hannah, final lesson design)
Evaluating models. Only a few preservice teachers, both before and after
instruction, incorporated model evaluation in their lesson designs (Fig.7). In the three
initial lessons, relatively simplistic evaluation strategies were used: two examples of
unspecified, general evaluation and one example of evaluation according to authoritative
standards (Table 13).
Table 13
How Preservice Teachers Engaged Students in Evaluating Models
Instructional strategy
Initial lessons
2
Students evaluate their models (general)
0
Students develop a criteria list for evaluation
1
Students evaluate models for consistency with
authoritative evidence
0
Students evaluate models for consistency with
observations, experimental data, or explicit predictions
Students evaluate models for clarity in communication 0
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Final lessons
0
3
2
2
3

The six final lessons designs used a broader range of specific strategies for model
evaluation: criteria lists, authoritative and experimental evidence, and communicative
clarity. For example, in her first grade lesson on how beaks work, Paula connected the
students’ experimental results to their evaluation and revision of models:
“Did your prediction come true? Some children may want to answer this or
discuss their findings with the rest of the class. When everything is complete, the
student’s will be asked to turn over the paper that they drew their first model on
and draw another model on the other side. Do you need to change your model
based on what you have just learned?” (Paula, final lesson design)
Revising models. None of the initial lesson designs incorporated model revision;
however, eight of the final lessons engaged students in revising their models (Fig.7). In
these lessons, the preservice teachers utilized a variety of instructional approaches, from
unsophisticated general model revision to revision based on consistency with evidence
(Table 14).
Table 14
How Preservice Teachers Engaged Students in Revising Models
Instructional strategy
Initial lessons
0
Students revise models (general)
0
Students revise models by making a consensus model
0
Students revise models following explicit evaluation
0
Students revise models for consistency with
authoritative evidence
0
Students revise models for consistency with
observations, experimental data, or explicit predictions
0
Students revise models for clarity in communication

Final lessons
3
2
4
3
2
1

However, only half of these lessons based the revision on previous evaluation
(four lessons). The other lesson designs were similar to Jessica’s kindergarten lesson on
magnetism, which asked for students to revise their models without any specific criteria
or evaluation: “Students will get back their original models and revise them to make them
more accurate.” In contrast, Olivia provided specific prompts for her second grade
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students’ evaluation and revision of their plant growth models. Although her reference to
communicative arrows and labeling was not highly sophisticated, it indicated that she
was thinking about how to support students in the revision process:
“Tell (the students) to think about their first model and ways they can make it
better. Tell them that just like in the picture on the handout, you want to see
arrow and labels telling how the plant grows. Give them time to work on their
revised models. Walk around the room and assist students as needed. Ask them
questions about their revised models like, ‘What is this you drew?’ and ‘Why did
you draw it there/like that?’” (Olivia, final lesson design)
Only half of the revisions incorporated sophisticated strategies requiring students to
modify their models for consistency with authoritative and/or experimentally based
evidentiary support (four lessons combined).
Metamodeling knowledge. Few of the preservice teachers (one initial and four
final) included strategies focused explicitly on metamodeling knowledge in their lesson
designs (Fig.7), and no single aspect of MMK seemed preferred (Table 15).
Table 15
How Preservice Teachers Engaged Students in Developing Metamodeling Knowledge
Instructional strategy
Initial lessons Final lessons
1
0
Students consider how their models represent or
simplify a system or phenomena
0
Students consider that multiple models can represent 0
the same ideas
0
1
Students consider how models aren’t all-inclusive
2
Students recognize explicitly that models are used to 0
generated knowledge
0
2
Students recognize explicitly that models are used
for communicative purposes
0
0
Students consider how models can change
Only one initial lesson supported students in developing MMK: Ivie’s design for a
lesson exploring avian structure-function:
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“As children show their bird models, scaffold questions to assess
understanding…Ask class if the bird models helped them get a mental image of
their peers’ specimen reports. Initiate conversation about creating models – ‘why
are they useful, when would you use one?’” (Ivie, initial lesson)
The metamodeling strategies used in the four final lesson designs included highlighting
that models are not all-inclusive (one lesson) and understanding the generative and
communicative nature of models (two lessons each). Hannah described how she
integrated the generative and communicative nature of modeling in her first grade lesson
on changes of state using evaluative questions and affirmative statements.
“Tell students that they will be creating a scientific model as a class. Explain that
a scientific model shows a process and can be used to explain other things as well.
Ask them about some components that are involved in the process of melting
(such as heat as energy); include the major components in the scientific model.
Also, include metamodeling knowledge such as: Does this show the process of a
solid to a liquid? Can other people understand our model? Can we use this model
to explain the other things that we wrote on the board (explain good models can
do that)?” (Hannah, post lesson design)
Lesson sophistication. Initially, all of the preservice teachers designed relatively
unsophisticated modeling lessons (Fig.8). Scores on these initial lesson designs ranged
from 1 to 5, with a median of 2 points. Most only received a score of 1 or 2, indicating
that, although they included some aspects of modeling, they engaged students only at the
lowest construct map levels. The preservice teachers’ final lesson designs, created for
their reflective teach, were more varied and typically more sophisticated than their initial
work. These scores ranged from 1 to 9, with a median of 3.5 points. Many engaged
students in sophisticated modeling sequences. However, in three of these final designs,
the preservice teachers confused modeling with general inquiry and did not plan any
modeling based activities. (The nature of the initial lesson plan, where sample lessons
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were provided, had made it unlikely for preservice teachers to completely exclude
modeling from their initial designs.)

Figure 8. Lesson Sophistication Score for Modeling
In order to determine whether the preservice teachers’ ability to select effective
instructional strategies for modeling improved over the duration of the course, we ran a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the initial and final lesson sophistication scores. Using a
significance level of ∝=0.05, we detected a significant difference in the two distributions
(p=0.036). On average, the preservice teachers raised the quality of their lesson designs
by 1.5 points.
Some preservice teachers struggled with their final lesson designs despite the
modeling-based instructional intervention, with six receiving either a score of one or two
on their final lessons. However, three of these scores were due to the inquiry–modeling
confusion discussion previously. Besides these three, the performance of only one other
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preservice teacher declined. The remaining low scores were due to only moderate
improvement in lesson sophistication.
We are neither surprised nor disappointed that every preservice teacher did not
show significant improvement in their lesson designs. Although we structured our
instructional intervention to integrate multiple modeling-centered experiences, our time
to explore this practice was severely limited. In addition, many factors potentially
impacting preservice teacher performance were outside of our control, such as individual
interest in the course, distractions due to wedding plans or family illnesses, or the
influence of traditionalist cooperating teachers on lesson selection and design. Yet
despite these difficulties, we detected substantial increases in the typical preservice
teacher’s ability to select effective modeling-based instructional strategies, both when we
measured the lessons holistically and when we examined the specific modeling elements.
Research Focus 2: Additional Aspects of PCK for Scientific Modeling
In our analysis of the final reflective teach assignment, we wanted to fully
characterize the preservice teachers’ developing PCK for scientific modeling, and not
simply describe the instructional strategies employed. Therefore, we also examined the
lesson designs to see whether the practice of scientific modeling was an integrated focus
of the lesson. In addition, we studied the lesson reflections to better understand the
reasoning behind the preservice teachers instructional decisions, and we looked at both
the lesson designs and reflections to see where preservice teachers seemed to be
struggling with the practice.
Additional lesson plan elements. Most preservice teachers included scientific
modeling in their lesson goals and assessment plans. However, modeling was
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conspicuously absent from other lesson plan elements: standards, teacher ideas, and
student ideas (Fig.9).

Figure 9. Additional Aspects of the Lesson Plan that Incorporated Modeling
Even though 12 plans incorporated modeling within the lesson goals, the focus
was on making a model, not on learning how to do modeling. Likewise, only one
preservice teacher identified a modeling-based inquiry standard for their lesson. This
emphasis on modeling as a product and not a process was also evident in how the
preservice teachers used modeling for assessment. Although models were used as
summative assessments in 19 of the lesson plans, they were only used in three lessons as
formative tools.
Only two preservice teachers addressed the practice of modeling when describing
either teacher background knowledge or students’ prior understandings. Hannah
provided one example of this in her lesson on changes of state, where she addressed the
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practice of modeling in her description of what the teacher needs to know in order to
effectively teach the lesson:
“I need to know the components of a scientific model in order to help students
create their own and also be aware of terminology that will help them with
metamodeling knowledge.” (Hannah, final lesson design)
It is important to note that the nature of the reflective teach assignment, as well as
certain classroom directives, might have contributed to the relative absence of integrated
modeling ideas in many lessons plan elements. Although a previous lesson critique
mentioned the importance of threading modeling throughout the lesson plan, the
reflective teach instructions were more generalized. The preservice teachers were asked
to explain the goals, standards, teacher background knowledge, student ideas, and
assessment strategies they would use in the lesson. However, we did not overtly tell
them to include modeling in these parts of the lesson plan. Thus those who did include
modeling in these areas did so more organically and spontaneously. Conflicting
classroom directions might have also led preservice teachers to focus on outlining the
background important for the lesson’s content at the expense of the modeling practice.
Rationales. Four major rationales for having modeling in elementary science
lessons emerged from the preservice teachers’ lesson reflections (Fig.10). Many viewed
the practice of scientific modeling as an important instructional tool for helping students
make sense of their ideas. Over half specifically mentioned in their lesson reflection that
engaging in the modeling practice helped students learn science content knowledge (13
preservice teachers). For example, Danielle wrote how using a physical model helped
her students learn the process of the water cycle:
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“The students learned how the water cycle works and each phase of the water
cycle. They learned how it rains and how clouds are formed as well. I thought
that they learned the information really well by physically acting out the model.”
(Danielle, final lesson reflections)

Figure 10. Rationales for Having Modeling in Lesson
In addition, six preservice teachers specifically reiterated in the reflection the
effectiveness of using models to assess students’ learning. In reflecting about her second
grade lesson on butterflies, Farrah first explained how she used the students’ models to
assess their understandings, but then extended this thought to how she might have
improved her lesson by using the model for student sensemaking:
“The student-created model was mostly used as a way to assess the children’s
understanding, so I could have done a better job of using the modeling practices
to help the students learn the content rather than making them two separate
things.” (Farrah, final lesson reflection)
However, only one preservice teacher, Hannah, mentioned that having students learn the
practice of scientific modeling is an important objective in and of itself:
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“If I taught this lesson again, I would definitely use scientific modeling because
the students were able to gain a good understanding of how and why we were
creating the model, even as first graders…this lesson was a good introduction to
scientific models because the students were familiar with the melting process.”
(Hannah, final lesson reflection)
Difficulties. The lesson reflections also revealed that, for these preservice
teachers, some modeling elements were easier than others to incorporate in elementary
science lessons (Fig.11).

Figure 11. Reflection on which Modeling Element was Difficult.
Few felt that they struggled designing lessons where students could construct, use,
or evaluate a model (two, one, and three preservice teachers respectively). However,
over a third of the preservice teachers viewed the revision element of modeling as being
particularly difficult to either plan for or implement in their lessons (eight preservice
teachers). A common struggle, as evidenced by Ivie’s and Marianne’s quotes below, was
how to create a need for model revision and engender student buy-in for the process:
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“For my class, the hardest practice was in revision. Once they finished, they felt
they were finished. It was really hard to talk through what we could do to change
our models to make them even better.” (Ivie, final lesson reflection)
“One challenge for me was the practice to use evidence to make changes to the
models. Some of the student’s thought that their models were fine the first time
and didn’t feel that there needed to be changed made or things added to it to make
improvements or add detail to the model.” (Marianne, final lesson reflection)
Misconceptions. The lesson designs and reflections also revealed that half of the
preservice teachers held at least one modeling related misconception (Fig.12).

Figure 12. Misunderstanding in Lesson Design or Reflection
The most frequently coded misunderstanding was in general modeling concepts
and metamodeling knowledge (seven preservice teachers). This broad category
incorporated models and modeling is as well as the difference between general scientific
inquiry and scientific modeling. Some of the preservice teachers erroneously thought
that the instructional materials, such as the books they used or KWL charts, were
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scientific models. Andrea’s reflections about her second grade lesson on animal
adaptations illustrated this misunderstanding:
“As far as the modeling used, there was the computer animated book, the compare
and contrast diagram, animal adaptation chart, and the adaptation pyramid. These
models were the only models that I found that would help me explain the lesson
on the level of the students thought process. For example, the book was a great
way to introduce the lesson.” (Andrea, final lesson reflection)
Other preservice teachers designed inquiry lessons that confused a purely experimental
activity with a scientific model.
Within the specific modeling elements, slightly more preservice teachers
exhibited misconceptions about evaluating and revising (five preservice teachers each)
than constructing and using models (two preservice teachers each). At times, as in
Stephanie’s third grade lesson on changes of state, the preservice teachers confused
conducting an experimental activity with explicit evaluation:
“We were able to use the practice of evaluate by observing and discussing what
happened as the milk mixture was changing to the ice cream.” (Stephanie, final
lesson reflection)
Another common problem occurred with model revision as some preservice teachers
ended up having students reconstruct new models when they meant for students to revise
their models.
Research focus 3: How Preservice Teachers’ Lesson Reflections and Ideas about
Scientific Modeling Align with their Lesson Designs
As crafting lesson designs requires an amalgam of pedagogical skills, the depth of
preservice teachers understandings about modeling might potentially be obscured when
looking only at their lesson designs. Thus, we compared the sophistication of the
preservice teachers’ plans, as measured by the construct map levels, to their reflective
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descriptions of the lesson enactments and their final exam responses. Through this, we
aimed to provide a fuller description of preservice teachers’ metamodeling knowledge
and PCK for scientific modeling.
Alignment of lesson designs and lesson reflections. When comparing preservice
teachers’ lesson designs for scientific modeling to their reflections about the lesson
enactment, how closely the two aligned varied depending on the modeling element
(Fig.13). For model construction and use, the lessons were equivalent to what the
preservice teachers recognized in their reflections. However, for model evaluation,
revision, and MMK, the preservice teachers seemed to reach higher construct map levels
in their reflections than they had planned for in their lesson design. Despite the variation
in alignment, a few informative trends emerge from this comparison.
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Figure 13. Alignment of Lesson Design and Reflection
First, preservice teachers’ lesson reflections frequently aligned to their modeling
designs for model construction (13 of the 21 preservice teachers who addressed
construction in their lesson). This consistency may be due to elementary preservice
teachers’ general familiarity with writing lessons that ask students to create something in
class. Because of this, they may have been more at ease explaining within the lesson plan
precisely how students would construct the model, leading to greater overall consistency
with their reflections.
Second, the elements of evaluation and revision were often less sophisticated in
the lesson designs than they were in the reflections. Some preservice teachers might have
implicitly linked evaluation with revision when planning their lessons. Thus, although
the evaluative process was not explicitly laid out in their lesson plan, they described in
their reflections, which were typically more effusive than those plans, how the students
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evaluated and revised their work. Other preservice teachers might have been initially
unsure on what basis students would revise their models. Such tentativeness could lead
to relatively unsophisticated lesson designs, which would also be outranked by any
reflective description of how the students actually did revise their models.
Third, the lesson reflections typically reached higher construct map levels for
metamodeling knowledge than were indicated in the lesson designs (nine of the 12
preservice teachers who included MMK). For example, Marianne’s lesson design did not
incorporate any explicit instructional strategies for metamodeling knowledge. However,
her lesson reflections implied that she engaged students in MMK discussions multiple
times during the lesson enactment:
“I made sure the that students understood that there was a purpose to us drawing
a model and what that purpose was. I explained to them that their models needed
to show change over time, that they needed to include the process that the water
goes through when going through the water cycle… I incorporated that models
are representations that simplify a system. I explained that we were making the
models to explain the process of the water cycle without actually talking and that
the models need to be able to show, in detail, the process. I also incorporated that
models change with new findings.” (Marianne, final lesson reflections)
Many factors might have led to this lack of alignment. As these preservice teachers were
novices in the practice of modeling, they might have been initially unaware of the metaknowledge already integrated in their reflective teach. Thus, although they were not able
to overtly explain the specific strategies when writing their lesson plan, upon
development of their MMK, they were able to reflect back on how the lesson impacted
students’ meta-knowledge. Preservice teachers might also have struggled to integrate
meta-knowledge into their lesson design, but succeeded at integrating MMK
spontaneously during the lesson enactment. In both situations, the preservice teachers’
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reflections on what happened during the lesson would contain more sophisticated MMK
strategies than originally in the lesson plan.
Alignment of lesson designs and ideas about modeling. When comparing
preservice teachers’ lesson designs for scientific modeling to their understandings of
modeling as revealed on the final exam, once again, the alignment varied depending on
the modeling element (Fig.14). At times, the lessons incorporated strategies that reached
more sophisticated levels of the modeling construct maps than the preservice teachers
expressed in their answer to the exam question, “What is scientific modeling?” However,
for other elements, the sophistication of the preservice teachers’ own metamodeling
knowledge did not translate into their lesson designs. Despite this variation, two trends
emerged from the comparison.

Figure 14. Alignment of Lesson Design and Ideas about Modeling
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First, the preservice teachers planned how to construct a model in greater depth in
their lessons than they abstractly talked about this element. Out of the 19 preservice
teachers who addressed model construction, 14 reached higher construct map levels for
this element in their lesson designs. Only one showed more sophistication in their final
exam response than they did in their lesson design.
Second, for both model use and metamodeling knowledge, the complexity of the
preservice teachers’ understandings about scientific modeling was consistently not
evident in their lesson designs. This is the reverse of what we found with model
construction. Of the 21 preservice teachers who addressed model use in either their
lesson designs or final exam, 17 reached higher construct map levels in their abstract
exam responses. Similarly, of the 17 who addressed metamodeling knowledge, 14 had
more sophisticated exam responses than they did lesson designs.
For example, in the exam response below, Laura recognizes the generative nature
of models. They “help you further understand a phenomenon.” However, in her lesson
design, she does not help students develop their own MMK for why they are working
with a model. In addition, Laura’s exam response highlights that models are used to
explain the mechanism of the process of a phenomenon. Yet, in her lesson design, the
class discussions focused only on the purposes of plant parts, ignored the mechanism of
water movement, and did not provide students the opportunity to use the model as an
explanatory tool:
“Scientific modeling is a model that shows why something happens. It allows
you to predict, experiment, question, use and revise to help you further understand
a phenomenon.” (Laura, exam response)
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“Questions to ask. Have (students) write answers on a sticky note. What do you
think the purposes of the leaves are? Root? Stem? Have a class discussion. Have
them draw how they think water gets circulated in a plant. (Students next
complete an activity where they observe water movement in celery placed in
colored water.) Students from each group will share their observations with the
class. Return to model on plant functions and have the students tell now what
they think the purpose is for that part of the plant.” (Laura, final lesson design)
The nature of these final exam responses, written under time and space
constraints, limited the depth to which we were able to probe preservice teachers’
understandings of modeling. Some preservice teachers might have been able to provide
more sophisticated responses about model construction and evaluation than they
expressed in their answer but chose to shorten their statement in order to get on to the
next exam question. Others might have given complex, but rehearsed, responses with
only a superficial understanding of the words they wrote. As our analysis could not
distinguish between these nuances of understanding, some of this alignment might prove
different if based on a more complex measure of preservice teachers’ ideas about
modeling.
Research focus 4: The Relationship Between Modeling Lesson Design Skills and
Epistemology of Science and Science Content Knowledge
In order to examine whether preservice teachers’ lesson design skills for scientific
modeling are correlated with science content knowledge or epistemology of science, we
calculated Spearman’s rho for various paired sets of data (Table 16). We had predicted
that a stronger content background would help preservice teachers incorporate more
sophisticated modeling elements, which often require understanding the mechanism of a
phenomenon. Similarly, we thought that preservice teachers with naïve epistemic beliefs
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would struggle building complex lessons that show the changing and empirical nature of
science within a modeling framework.
To calculate Spearman’s correlation coefficient, we used the measures of initial
and final lesson sophistication discussed previously as well as the preservice teachers’
epistemology scores, which ranged from 139 to 175 with a median of 147, and content
scores, which ranged from 21 to 30 with a median of 25. Both of these tests had been
taken by the preservice teachers during the initial weeks of the course. At the level ∝ =
0.05, we found no statistically significant relationship between any of the pairs examined.
Table 16
Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient (rs)
Content
Epistemology
Initial Lesson
Design
Final Lesson
Design

-0.0458
1
-

Initial Lesson
Design
-0.1227
0.1285
1

Final Lesson
Design
0.1172
0.2074
0.0892

-

-

1

Content

Epistemology

1
-

According to this analysis, preservice teachers’ content knowledge and
epistemology of science are not significant predictors of their ability to design modeling
based lessons. These preservice teachers seemed to be able to develop rich PCK for
scientific modeling independent of their content knowledge, epistemology of science, or
initial modeling design skills. Despite these results, we are wary to claim that there is
ultimately no correlation between these aspects of teacher knowledge. Rather, we
recognize that our study design did not detect such a relationship. Many factors could
have influenced this finding, including the manner in which we collected our data and the
grain size at which we conducted our analysis.
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To evaluate preservice teachers’ content knowledge, we used the MOSART
elementary tests for misconceptions in physical and earth science (Sadler et al., 2006).
We chose this instrument because it was readily available and could be used to introduce
the importance of considering students’ ideas and misconceptions when designing
lessons. However, it may not have been sophisticated enough to distinguish content
knowledge differences influencing lesson designs. In addition, some preservice teachers
had substantial flexibility in their placements that may have enabled them to play to their
content strengths when designing their reflective teach lessons. Others were more limited
by their cooperating teachers in what they could plan. Each of these factors may have
impacted our analysis of the relationship between content knowledge and modeling
lesson designs.
We used the Scientific Attitude Inventory II to evaluate preservice teachers’
epistemic beliefs since it was readily available and easily scored (Moore & Foy, 1997).
This broad instrument merges multiple epistemic beliefs, such as the role of evidence in
science and the value of scientific study, into a single score. Consequently, it is still
possible that some characteristic of preservice teachers’ epistemic beliefs, or an aspect of
pedagogy that develops alongside such beliefs, may mediate how preservice teachers
respond to the practice of modeling. Perhaps instead of using a broad epistemology
score, an analysis of preservice teachers’ views on specific aspects of science, such as its
changeable nature, would yield more significant results. In order to make any definite
conclusions, however, further research would have to be conducted on this theory,
possibly using different instruments to measure epistemology or modeling sophistication.
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Conclusions
In the previous section, we presented our findings, addressing each research
question in turn. Here, we explore the overarching themes evident in a holistic
examination of those results, as guided by a synthesis of our research questions. In doing
so, we characterize the aspects of preservice elementary teachers’ PCK for scientific
modeling that develop within the framework of specific instructional supports. This
work informs preservice teacher education by elucidating both the successes and
continued challenges in promoting pedagogical understandings of scientific modeling.
Improvement in Modeling Lesson Designs
Preservice teachers significantly improved how they engaged elementary students
in the practice of modeling, as revealed by the instructional strategies included in their
lesson designs. Their final lessons consistently reached higher construct map levels and
included more instructional variety than their initial plans. Many sophisticated
instructional strategies, absent in the preservice teachers’ original work, were used in
these final lesson designs: constructing initial models, using models to test predictions,
evaluating models for consistency with experimental evidence, revising models based on
evaluative criteria, and discussing model limitations. Although most of these designs did
not emphasize modeling-based standards, teacher background knowledge, or students’
ideas about scientific modeling, we did not find this overly surprising as these aspects of
PCK were also not stressed in our instructional interventions.
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Model based inquiry can be a powerful practice for involving early elementary
students in authentic scientific study. These students are instinctively curious about how
the world works and readily construct theories to explain their observations. Modeling
provides a natural way for them to both work through their ideas and make their internal
thought process explicit. Most elementary students cannot express sophisticated written
arguments or analyze complex data patterns; however, they can combine pictorial
representations and verbal justifications to form complex explanations of phenomenon.
Thus, finding that elementary teachers can make significant pedagogical gains in this
practice during their preservice training represents an important success for teacher
education.
Modeling as a Knowledge Generating Process
Preservice teachers also began to view models as important thinking tools that
students can use to learn science and to communicate their ideas. For example, in
response to the exam question “What is scientific modeling?”, many preservice teachers,
such as Farrah, exhibited sophisticated metamodeling knowledge about how models help
generate new understandings:
“This term means to construct, use, evaluate, and revise a model for the purposes
of communicating ideas and making sense of science concepts.” (Farrah, final
exam)
This success signifies fundamental pedagogical shifts in preservice teachers’ traditional
understandings (Kenyon et al., 2009).
Such conceptual change was not limited to preservice teachers’ personal
understandings of modeling, but also extended into their teaching practice. Where they
had formerly treated models as static products or isolated presentation tools, these
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preservice teachers now crafted lessons that engaged students in the practice of scientific
modeling during the formative stages of knowledge development. This emphasis on the
generative nature of models was evident in Olivia’s description of her reflective teach
enactment:
“The students learned about how water travels up the roots through the rest of the
plant, and actually had to visualize it when they revised their models. I found that
modeling practices in the lesson help the students learn the content.” (Olivia, final
reflection)
However, although these preservice teachers valued the modeling process for
building student content knowledge, few viewed learning the practice of scientific
modeling as an important learning goal. For them, the practice was a means of reaching
science content, but it was not an educational objective in and of itself. So, despite
growth in preservice teachers’ PCK for modeling as a process, and not a product, the
value of this process remained extrinsic. This challenge potentially indicates a deeper
epistemic weakness of what it means to these preservice teachers to “do science” and is
consistent with other studies of preservice teachers’ understanding of the nature of
scientific practice (Henze, van Driel, & Verloop, 2007; Justi & Gilbert, 2002; van Driel
& Verloop, 2002). It is not yet clear whether a general epistemic shift must occur before
preservice teachers view learning scientific modeling as a learning goal, or whether a
localized shift in this understanding as it relates to modeling can trigger a deeper
appreciation for multiple ways of scientific thinking.
Challenges with Model Revision
Despite often making rich claims about how models change, preservice teachers
struggled designing sophisticated lessons that reach higher construct map levels for this
modeling element. This challenge was also evident in their lesson reflections, as
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preservice teachers considered model revision the most difficult of the four modeling
elements. In addition, preservice teachers fundamentally misunderstood model evaluation
and revision more often than model construction and use. Very few lesson designs
included any model evaluation, and sophisticated revision, not surprisingly, proved
difficult in the absence of purposeful evaluation. Content area weaknesses might have
also exacerbated preservice teachers’ difficulties with model revision, as it is hard to
guide students to changing their representation of the process of a phenomenon without a
personal understanding of the process’s mechanism.
In reflecting on why preservice teachers might have had such difficulty
supporting students in revising their models, we examined how we had supported the
preservice teachers in revising their own models. The evaporation unit used to introduce
preservice teachers to the practice of modeling followed the instructional sequence:
construct – test the phenomenon – revise – evaluate – construct consensus model – use
(Table 3). Although preservice teachers were instructed to revise their models based on
consistency with experimental data collected when testing the phenomenon, they did not
engage in any formal evaluation prior to their first revision. When these preservice
teachers crafted their own lessons, they often followed a similar, simplified instructional
sequence: construct – teach about the phenomenon – revise. Sequences such as this make
evaluation implicit, which may have contributed to both the preservice teachers’ and
elementary students’ struggle with model revision.
Our other primary instructional support for preservice teachers, the lesson design
sensemaking activity (Table 4), was also weak in the elements of model evaluation and
revision. Each of the exemplars suggested that students evaluate and revise their models
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to be consistent with experimental data. However, the preservice teachers were not given
specific examples of how to support students in these processes.

Although those

preservice teachers who already possessed sophisticated pedagogical skills might have
been able to fill in these instructional gaps, others probably need more substantial
pedagogical support.
Difficulties Supporting Students’ Reflective Practice
Few preservice teachers included overt metamodeling strategies in their lesson
designs. This seems to suggest that preservice teachers hold limited metamodeling
understandings; yet, many exam responses indicated that the preservice teachers possess
more sophisticated metamodeling knowledge than revealed in their lessons. In addition,
the preservice teachers’ reflections showed that more MMK was included in the lesson
enactments than was explicitly planned for. Thus, it is more likely that the lack of
metamodeling strategies is instead evidence of preservice teachers’ general weakness in
creating their own modeling lesson plans.
Preservice teachers also struggled to translate higher construct map ideas into
lesson designs for the element of model use. Many instructional strategies for model use
and MMK require teachers to ask students probing questions, such as “What parts of the
butterfly life cycle does our model not show?” to initiate a discussion of the limitations of
models. As many preservice teachers are pedagogically inexperienced in how to include
questioning strategies in lesson plans, it is not surprising when the modeling elements
that rely on such questioning strategies are similarly underrepresented in their lesson
designs (Olson, 2007).
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In order to address these challenges, we have made preliminary changes to the
sensemaking activity used to promote preservice teachers’ PCK for scientific modeling
(Table 17). More explicit reflective prompts encourage preservice teachers to include
specific questions and student supports when crafting their modeling lessons.
Table 17
Changes to the Sensemaking Activity
Original reflective
Revised reflective questions
questions
- Give specific
Constructing and Using Models
examples of
- Pick one topic studied in elementary science and describe
what you should
how students could construct a model within the context of
consider when
that curricular topic.
selecting which
- Describe how students could use that model to make
predictions. How could these predictions be tested?
modeling
practices to
- Describe how students could use that model to explain how a
include in your
phenomenon happens. What questions would you ask
lesson.
students to support their explanation?
- Describe how students could use that model to explain how
another phenomenon happens. What questions would you
ask students to support their explanation?
- Describe how students could use that model to communicate
their ideas to each other.
-

Pick two topics
studied in
elementary
science, and
describe how a
student could
engage in each
modeling
practice within
the context of
that curricular
topic.

Evaluating and Revising Models
- (Use your previous topic) Describe how students could
observe, experiment, or collect data on the phenomenon.
- Describe how students could use other sources to learn about
the phenomenon.
- Describe how students could evaluate their model. How
would you support students’ development of evaluation
criteria and use of evidence in their evaluation?
- Explain why evaluation is important in the revision process.
What is the difference between revising a model and simply
remaking a model?
- Describe how students could revise their model. What
would you have students base their revision on? How would
you support students who are hesitant to revise their model?
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Implications for Preservice Teacher Education
In this study, we saw important development in preservice elementary teachers’
awareness of both why and how incorporating scientific modeling in science instruction
supports student learning. This suggests that during a science methods course, preservice
teachers can develop valuable PCK for scientific modeling despite having limited time to
explore this practice. How best to use often inadequate instructional time is a major
dilemma of preservice teacher education. However, in spite of these time constraints,
teacher educators can integrate the practice of scientific modeling into their existing
coursework. Instead of tacking on modeling instruction as a separate course objective,
we suggest that scientific practices, such as modeling, serve as unifying themes for
exploring other pedagogical concerns such as attending to student ideas, critiquing
instructional materials, or building standards based lessons.
Despite our many successes, there are still significant challenges in how to
effectively and efficiently nurture preservice teachers’ nascent metamodeling knowledge
and scientific modeling PCK. These challenges do not seem to warrant a complete
overhaul of the instructional methods used in this study to connect preservice teachers’
understandings of modeling with ways to design modeling lessons for students. Rather,
we suggest the following instructional refinements.
First, preservice teachers need clear and compelling rationales for why learning
modeling, like any scientific practice, is an important objective in science education.
Discussions of these rationales could be explicitly interwoven within other course foci.
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When critiquing lessons, the preservice teachers could consider the connections between
standards and scientific practice. Ideas about scientific practices as learning goals could
also be more overt in the sensemaking activities used to build preservice teachers lesson
design skills for scientific modeling. Future research also could examine in finer detail
the relationship between preservice teachers’ epistemic beliefs and their pedagogical
view of the modeling practice. Such a study would potentially be most fruitful in a
setting where teachers have the freedom to either include or exclude modeling from their
lessons, as it is possible that their view of the nature of science would influence how they
choose to integrate modeling into their overall teaching scheme.
Second, preservice teachers need simple, explicit ways to structure students’
evaluation and revision of models. These instructional strategies do not seem intuitive
for novice teachers even when they understand that models change with new findings.
One potential method for supporting preservice teachers in these modeling elements is to
view the process of making evaluative decisions as analogous to structuring a scientific
argument (Berland & Reiser, 2009). In this framework, the student would make a claim
about whether a given aspect of the model is satisfactory or whether it should be revised.
In making this decision, the student would rely on specific evidentiary support: their
experimental observations, what they have learned from authoritative instruction, or even
personal perceptions of the models communicative clarity. In explaining their reasoning,
the student would connect their understanding of what is needed in a model and their
evidentiary support to their evaluative decision. Future studies of teacher education in
modeling should explore whether understanding these two powerful practices,
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formulating scientific arguments and refining scientific models, could synergistically
enhance teachers’ pedagogical approaches.
Third, preservice teachers need guidance in how to articulate their ideas about
scientific modeling when creating lesson designs, particularly when it comes to using a
model or exploring metamodeling knowledge. As these often require teachers to ask
students probing questions, teacher educators can support these modeling aspects using
best practices already employed for training preservice teachers in questioning strategies,
thereby merging the study of scientific practice with the development of other vital PCK.
Though not covered within this study, it would be interesting to examine how a teacher’s
expertise in such areas, as well as their overall pedagogical approach to learning,
mediates the evolution of PCK for scientific modeling.
While we recognize that preservice teachers may not become experts in scientific
modeling within the scope of their teacher education, this research suggests that
preservice elementary teachers can begin to appropriately and authentically incorporate
this practice into their instructional framework. Perhaps one preservice teacher, Olivia,
expressed this best in her lesson reflection:
“When I began, I had mixed emotions about teaching through scientific modeling.
I felt that it was a good way to teach, but with the school days already filled with
reading and math, who really has time to teach science this way? Now that I have
taught the lesson and seen the student work, I realize that maybe this way of
teaching can be done. I feel the students learned some things about plants they
wouldn’t have with just a worksheet, and isn’t that what being a teacher is all
about?” (Olivia, final reflection)
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Appendix A
Lesson Plan Critique 2
Your Main Task: Today you have explored some of the key aspects of scientific models and
scientific modeling. Use your new understandings of what is important in a lesson involving
scientific modeling to critique and suggest adaptations for the attached lesson plan.

Why learn to critique and adapt instructional materials?
As a teacher, you will be balancing many objectives in your classroom: addressing state
standards, maintaining a safe and supportive environment, and meeting the needs of your
particular students. Even if you are provided with high-quality instructional materials, you will
probably have to make adjustments to account for your classroom dynamics, incorporate a newly
discovered learning activity, or emphasize an overlooked scientific practice. Consequently, it is
important you learn how to evaluate various instructional materials so that you can build on their
strengths and make up for their weaknesses.

Part 1 Introduction: Read the attached lesson plan, and answer the following questions.
•
•

How do students experience the process of scientific modeling in the lesson?
In the lesson, what is the scientific model?

Part 2 Critique: Write down four criteria you think are important for a lesson involving scientific
modeling. Use each criterion to evaluate the provided lesson plan.
Criterion
Ex

The lesson explains that
models are not allinclusive. They only
highlight key features of a
phenomenon and thus will
have limitations.

Why the criterion is
important
Students need experience
developing
“metamodeling
knowledge” – knowledge
about scientific models
and scientific modeling.

How the lesson plan does or
does not meet the criterion
Does not address the limitations
of the activity in explaining
germ transmission. Students
might develop the
misconception that germ
transmission only happens
exactly as in the activity.

1
2
3
4

Part 3 Adaptation: Based on your critique, suggest adaptations that would improve the lesson.
Adaptation I would make

Why I would make this change
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“Handing out Germs”
Grade Levels - Grades 1 and 2
Estimated Teaching - Time 40 minutes
What Children Do
Children will interact and exchange paper squares, symbolizing germs. Then they add up how
many different squares they have collected and determine the significance of what this represents.
Objectives - Children will
• Use and evaluate a model of the process of germ transmission.
• Learn the increased risk of germ transmission when people with germy hands touch each
other.
• Begin to understand the importance of good hand hygiene habits.
Student’s Ideas
• All diseases are caused by “germs”.
• All microbes are bad.
• Every person who gets a “germ” will get sick.
Materials Required
• “Handing Out Germs” activity sheet
• Pencils, one per child
• Scissors, one pair per child
• Cassette or CD player, recorded music
Advanced Preparation
• Select an upbeat music recording. Have music player ready, with volume adjusted for
room.
• Duplicate “Handing Out Germs” activity sheet, one per child. You may want to consider
using a variety of colors, if available
Learning Activities
1. Discuss with children what they know about what germs are, where they can be found,
and how they impact our bodies.
2. Have children think about how they think germs spread. Ask each child to share their
idea of how germs spread with a neighbor.
3. Pass out the activity sheets. Have each child write his or her name on all the squares and
then cut the squares apart.
4. Ask each child to give you one square, with the name side down.
5. Play the recorded music and have children walk about the room. Stop the music
frequently. When it stops, each child should trade a square with a classmate, and then
state one thing about him or herself (such as their favorite color, food or book). This
simulates germ transmission that occurs when people interact.
6. After a few minutes, have children stop and take note of how many different names they
have collected.
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7. Tell children that you are going to pick five squares from the ones they gave you. Draw
the squares and read the names aloud. Tell the class that they should pretend that each of
the people you named is getting sick.
8. Have children count the number of squares they have collected that have those names on
them, and explain that these squares represent disease-causing germs. Tell all the children
who have those squares to raise their hands.
9. Ask the class to count the number of people who have been “handed” an illness.
Check for Understanding - Ask the following questions
• In our activity, how were germs spread or transmitted?
• What would happen to the people “handed” the illness if each of these squares really
were a disease-causing germ?
• How many people would have gotten “infected” if the five people who were getting sick
had stayed home?
• What do our bodies do to handle germs since we don’t live in a germfree world? [Make
antibodies, make whiteblood cells, build up immune system.]
• How do children think we reduce the spread of disease if such germs can be dispersed so
readily? [Good hand hygiene, etc.]
Extensions
Use the blackboard to make a chart as children supply you with the following data:
1. the number of people in the class,
2. the number of people who were “sick” before the “germ” exchange [five]
3. the number of people who got “sick” after the “germ” exchange

Blackline Master

“Handing Out Germs” Activity Sheet
Write your name neatly on each of the squares below.
After you have finishing writing, cut the squares out carefully.

Adapted from an online lesson plan (“Handing out germs”, n.d.)
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Appendix B

Approaching Lesson Design from a Modeling Perspective
Part 1 The Lesson Context: Select science content that works well with a
modeling approach.

•
•
•

Avoid classifying and describing
content
Classifying properties of rocks
Physical vs. chemical changes
Living vs. nonliving

Focus on content that explains a process
or mechanism
• How do things make sound?
• How do organisms cause changes in
their environment?

Reflect on it:
•

What other science topics would work well with a modeling approach? Why?

•

What other science topics would not work well with a modeling approach? Why?

Remember: Every science lesson does not have to revolve around modeling. By
selectively picking appropriate lessons, you will help your students engage in modeling
practices more naturally.
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Part 2 The Model: Identify quality models to anchor the experience.
Weak “Models”

Topic

•

Picture with body parts
labeled

Insects

•
•

•

3D representation or
picture that shows the
planets general order
Computer activity that
sorts materials by their
physical properties

Solar
system

•

•

More Effective Models

Nature of •
matter

Diagram of life cycle
Structure/function simulation of
different mouth designs
3D representation or simulation that
shows how the planets, etc move
with respect to each other
Diagram or simulation of particle
movement at different physical
states

Reflect on it:
•

What are some general characteristics of quality scientific models?

•

Pick two topics studied in elementary science. Identify weak and effective models for
each topic you select.
Weak “Models”

Topic

More Effective Models

Remember: When you are searching for instructional materials, information previously
printed may misrepresent the true goals of scientific modeling. If a lesson says the
students are creating a model, it may not necessarily mean the students are working with
a quality scientific model.
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Part 3 The Modeling Practices: Select which modeling practices (construct,
use, evaluate, revise) to have students engage in.

Condensation

Electricity

Insect life
cycles

Construct

Use

Evaluate

Revise

Students draw a
diagram of a life
cycle

Students use the
model to predict
when a butterfly will
emerge from the
chrysalis

Students evaluate
their models using
data collected from
an observational
study of a caterpillar
over time

Students draw an
electrical circuit
describing how a
light bulb can light

Students use their
model to predict how
multiple lights could
be made to turn on

Students evaluate
their model using
data collected from
experiments using
two bulbs and
multiple wires

Students draw a
diagram of how dew
appears on grass or
what happens to
water on a cold
bathroom mirror
following a hot
shower.

Students apply their
consensus models to
additional contexts
that involve
condensation (i.e. a
cold soda can, a
bathroom mirror and
a solar still).

Students evaluate
their models using
evidence of water
vapor in the air, and
scientific ideas
introduced through
simulations.

Using data from
their
observations,
students add in
different larval
stages into their
life cycle model.
Student revise
their models
using data
collected from
multiple tests of
lighting the
bulbs
Students revise
their models
after analyzing
data they collect.
They construct a
class consensus
model from
these revisions.

Reflect on it:
•

Give specific examples of what you should consider when selecting which modeling
practices to include in your lesson?

•

Pick two topics studied in elementary science, and describe how a student could
engage in each modeling practice within the context of that curricular topic.

Topic

Construct

Use

Evaluate

Revise

Remember: You do not need to begin each modeling lesson with “construct” or even use
all four practices in your lesson. Pick practices appropriate for your lesson context and
purposes.
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Part 4 Meta-Modeling Knowledge: Choose which aspects of meta-modeling
knowledge to incorporate within the lesson
What is meta-modeling knowledge? Meta-modeling knowledge, or MMK, is the
understandings about what scientific models and modeling practices are, and why and
how models and modeling are useful in science.
Some Important Meta-Modeling Knowledge
• Models are representations that simplify a system or phenomenon.
•

Models are thinking tools used to develop new explanations and predictions about
phenomenon.

•

Models can change with new findings.

•

For each idea model, there can be many different expressed models.

•

Models aren’t all-inclusive and therefore have limitations.

•

Models are important for communicating. They can be used to share and
collaboratively develop ideas.

Reflect on it:
•

Why is it important to include MMK in your lesson?

•

Pick two aspects of meta-modeling knowledge and explain how each could be
incorporated within a lesson
Meta-modeling knowledge

How it could be included in one of the modeling practices

Remember: You do not need to include every aspect of meta-modeling knowledge in
each lesson. Simply try to incorporate one or two ideas to further develop students’
understandings of scientific models and scientific modeling.
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Appendix C
Lesson Plan Critique 3
Your Main Task: Use your understandings of what is important in a lesson involving
scientific modeling to select, critique, and adapt a lesson plan or activity that incorporates
scientific modeling.
Key Aspects of Scientific Modeling Learning Activities
Context: The content focus of the lesson is appropriate for a modeling approach.
The Model: Students are working with a quality scientific model.
Modeling Practices: Students are engaged in one or more of the modeling practices appropriate
for the lesson context and purpose.
Meta-Modeling Knowledge: Students are exposed to about what scientific models and modeling
practices are, and why and how models and modeling are useful in science.

Other Important Lesson Plan Components About Modeling
Learning Goals: Appropriate goals and standards related to modeling have been identified.
Teacher Knowledge: Teacher ideas about models and modeling have been considered.
Students’ Ideas: Students’ ideas, prior knowledge, misconceptions, and potential challenges in
relation to models and modeling have been identified.
Assessment: Assessment procedures are related in some way to the modeling experience.

Part 1 Introduction: Select one of the provided lessons or activities that you think has
potential to give students experience with scientific modeling. (These are the same as in
Lesson Plan Critique #1).
• Which lesson or activity are you critiquing? If this is the same activity you chose
before, why did you choose the same activity? If not, why did you choose to select a
different activity?
Part 2 Critique: Select criteria YOU think are important for a lesson involving scientific
modeling. Use each criterion to evaluate the provided lesson plan.
Criterion

How the lesson plan does or does not meet the
criterion

Part 3 Adaptation: Based on your critique, suggest adaptations that would improve the
lesson.
Adaptation I would make

Why I would make this change
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Appendix D
Lesson Plan Guidelines
There are two goals for the lesson plans you develop in ED 311. First, you should be able
to pull one out in a year or two and have enough information to teach the lesson. Second,
you should learn from developing the plans. Even though you probably won’t write
lesson plans this detailed every day as a practicing teacher, thinking about all these
aspects now will help you develop thoughtful habits. As a more experienced teacher,
you’ll consider these things even if you don’t write them all down. Please include each
section in your lesson plan.
Title of Lesson (may be in the form of a question)
Grade Level
Time Needed
Think through how many minutes (and days, if applicable) the lesson should take. If it's a
multi-day lesson, be sure you indicate where the breaks are between days.
Learning Goal for the Lesson
What is the one thing you want students to know or be able to explain at the end of this
lesson? Your learning goals should be based on one standard or benchmark, which you
should also write down in this section. (List the benchmark or standard as written in the
Ohio State Content Standards, the National Science Education Standards, and/or the
AAAS Benchmarks. To make your life easier, make sure you write down what chapter,
section, and grade level you drew the standard or benchmark from, in addition to the
source itself.) Even if your lesson isn't focused on making an explanation, think about
how it will set students up to be able to make an explanation when combined with the
lessons that come before and/or after it.
Inquiry QEC Emphasis.
How does this lesson emphasize questions or predictions, constructing explanations
based on evidence, or communicating and justifying findings (or a combination of these)?
Context
How does this lesson fit in your school and classroom context? Here are some questions
that may help you as you work on this section.
• Describe your instructional context. Provide relevant information about your
school, its community, and the students in your classroom.
• What are some ways in which this lesson is uniquely suited to your context?
Why?
• What are some challenges to teaching this lesson in your classroom? Why?
• What changes did/can you make to this lesson to address these challenges and
better suit it to your specific context? Please explain.
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Teacher Science Knowledge
What science do you need to know to teach this lesson? Make sure you include a
“teacher-level” version of the explanation you want the kids to have at the end of the
lesson. (For example, Why does the cloud form in the bottle? How is this similar to and
different from clouds in the sky? Don’t just include “cloud information.”)
Students' Ideas
What ideas (including alternative ideas and prior knowledge) do you expect your students
to bring to this lesson?
Materials
Distinguish between the materials the teacher will need and the materials the students
will need. Include quantities. Remember to include any handouts in your list.
Preparation
List the procedures that the teacher must carry out before the lesson. For example,
starting the growth of seedlings is something that is often necessary in plant lessons. Also
think through how you will handle the distribution and clean up of materials.
Safety
Describe any safety precautions that must be considered before or during the lesson.
Learning Activities
Describe lesson in enough detail that someone else could teach it. Be sure to include:
• How you will introduce the lesson
• Specific questions you will ask students during the lesson (either in whole group
or to small groups as you walk around). Think of at least 5 questions you might
want to ask. Really put some thought into what you want to find out from your
students during the lesson and about how you can use questions to help them
move toward understanding.
• Steps in the lesson. If you're building on an existing lesson, do not assume
someone reading your lesson plan has access to that original lesson plan! Be clear
and complete.
• How you will close the lesson? How will you help the students make sense of
what they did today and attain the learning goal for the lesson? How will you
scaffold their explanations?
Assessment
How will the students show what they have learned? How will they share their
explanations? Describe how you will evaluate performance using assessments, artifacts,
or reflective activities. Be sure this relates to your learning goal for the lesson.
Extensions
What other ideas or types of lessons might work before or after this lesson? This section
is optional. Include it if you think it might be helpful to you later.
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Artifacts
Attach copies of any handouts, activity sheets, overheads, etc.
Bibliography/Sources
What sources did you use in the creation of this lesson plan? Did you build from any
existing materials? If so, list them here. (Include URLs for websites if applicable.)
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